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Tribute to
Mokoka wa Seshabela

Koki had an unwavering commitment to the course of young people and to SAAYC 
as an organisation. He presided over the organisation during the best and some of 
the most testing times. Were it not for his tenacity and dedication, SAAYC would have 
gone the abysmal route of closure that has been experienced by numerous youth 
organisations around the country. 

He had the vision to involve SAAYC in investments that would lay the foundation 
for the organisations financial viability and afford the organisation the prosperity it 
currently enjoys. 

A significant number of young people have credited their progress in life to the 
guidance, mentorship, and leadership of Mokoka and they are proud to say, ``I am 
who I am today because of Koki``. 

Koki made his mark, our society and its people recognise that with pride. He will 
be solemnly missed. It is only befitting that SAAYC dedicates this annual report to 
his memory.

During the course of this year, one of the longest serving  
Directors of SAAYC, who selflessly dedicated his life to this 
organisation Mokoka wa Sechabela (Koki), passed away.

Robala ka khotso brother, may your soul rest in peace.
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Chairperson’s 

Introduction
SAAYC operates within an environment where young people still face enormous 
challenges, which at times seem insurmountable. These have been researched over 
time and are well documented, ranging from unemployment; to education; to lack 
of access to opportunities; to HIV and AIDS and other opportunistic infections; to 
substance and drug abuse and many more. At SAAYC we have to be cognisant 
of these challenges and remain aware of the fact that the bulk of our membership 
struggles with these challenges on a daily basis. Our responses, through our 
programmes and other offerings have to be informed by this reality. 

The enormity of these challenges demands that society as a whole responds in 
collectivism to find urgent solutions to the challenges that face young people, 
particularly because, through society’s own admission, young people are the future. 
From Government and its agencies, to civil society organisations and the private 
sector, a renewed sense of urgency and genuineness to find lasting solutions 
has to emerge. It is pivotal that young people are prioritised and form part of the 
developmental agenda of any society, especially ours. The risks of the opposite 
are too frightening to contemplate.

SAAYC must draw its strength and relevance from continual innovation to meet 
the youth challenges of the future whilst appreciating and addressing the present 
day challenges. SAAYC’s ability to remain close to its membership and offering 
relevant programmes has given the organisation an edge over its peers and has 
ensured the growth that we celebrate today. The strategy and programmes remain 
the backbone of the organisation.

The year 2012, has yet been another interesting 
year for SAAYC; a year characterised by 
fantastic news of growth in membership, 
additions to offerings, as well as improvements 
in interaction and communication amongst 
different levels and areas of the organisation. 

Report

03
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SAAYC youth clubs  
representation at board level
A document developed by the Southern African 
Association of Youth Clubs titled “Our Approach to 
Youth Development” starts out by saying “SAAYC has 
in its program design, form and practice, sought to 
view young people as active participants in their own 
development and not just as passive recipients.”  In 
keeping with this commitment the organisation took 
a revolutionary step and introduced a system where 
Member Clubs are given the opportunity to elect two 
representatives to serve on SAAYC’s highest decision-
making body, the SAAYC Board.

The  SAAYC 73rd  Annual General Meeting in 2010 
elected the current Youth Representatives, namely 
Mr. Lekgotla Fish Mokoena and Mr. Sammy Mchunu, 
who have engaged in the process of defining their role 

within the board and have determined policies which 
will also guide future representatives.

In principle, the board of an organisation is a 
governance body which functions at a strategic level 
of the entire organisation, while the actual day-to-
day running of the organization is left in the hands 
of its capable management team.  With the Youth 
Clubs Representatives being elected by members, 
there exists an unavoidable expectation that the 
representatives should intervene more directly and/or 
with greater urgency where members are concerned.  
It is for this reason that clear policies had to be 
developed to govern the functioning of Youth Clubs 
Representatives.

Consulation with Members
SAAYC has put in place an Annual Club Visits 
schedule which is done in line with the activities of 
the Membership Co-Ordination Unit, residing within 
SAAYC’s operations team, to ensure that Youth 
Clubs Representatives interact with all clubs (SAAYC 
Members) within each financial and programme year.

A joint venture has also been established between 
the Youth Representatives and the Membership Co-
ordination Unit in hosting Regional Conferences.  

For the year 2012, three conferences have already 
been hosted covering Gauteng, North West, Limpopo, 
Mpumalanga, Free State and Kwa-Zulu Natal.  These 
conferences presented a platform for members to 
engage with Youth Clubs Representatives and allowed 
for member contribution towards the organization’s 
programmes moving forward.

The conference for members in the Eastern, Northern 
and Western Cape is scheduled for the first week of 
November 2012.  

With 2012 being a special year which saw the launch 
of the SAAYC Tswelo Grant Fund and the SAAYC 
Dreamers’ Awards, Youth Clubs Representatives 
initiated and participated in Project Information Visits 
which were used to promote and share more in-depth 
information on the said projects.  Other organised 
member gatherings were also used to ensure that 
member clubs are assisted in compiling and submitting 
their applications and entries in order to be able to 
benefit from the said projects.

Reporting 
In ensuring that Youth Clubs Representatives are held 
accountable for the activities, the organisation has put 
in place reporting mechanisms. 

Firstly Youth Clubs Representatives are expected 
to table and submit Quarterly Reports to the Board 
detailing the Youth Clubs Representatives activities for 
the quarter reported on and plans for the new quarter.

The very same Quarterly reports will be made 
accessible to member clubs and where possible, 
respond to some of the issues raised by members.

It is also within the mandate of the Youth Clubs 
Representatives to address the Annual General 
Meetings, as a way of reporting on their programmes 
for the year and outlining plans for the period ahead.

Chairperson’s 
Report
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Our Strategy

The day to day activities of SAAYC are guided by a 
comprehensive strategy designed to focus on the 
organisation operationally. 

The organisation once more celebrates growth in 
membership over the past year and extends its 
warmest welcome to all new members, particularly in 
provinces like Limpopo where we had no formidable 
presence before. This year has, once more, seen 
increased membership recruitment drives by our 
centres and national office staff. The higher numbers we 
celebrate today could be accredited to these amazing 
efforts. The emergence of social media as a dominant 
communication channel has enhanced communication 
linkages with our clubs, making it easier to provide 
support, over and above the support provided through 
our centres. One can be proud of better support to 
clubs this year compared to the past few years. There 
is still room for improvement though. 

The strength of our offerings lies in their ability to strike 
the right partnerships aimed at benefiting our clubs 
and their members. This year has been no exception 
with partnerships going beyond our usual one with 
Mr Price South Africa, which has benefited young 
people tremendously in the past. A UNIDO programme 
in partnership with HP saw IT skills and equipment 
being brought closer to our membership. This is over 
and above our ongoing partnership with INTEL USA, 
which benefits our centres extensively. We are also 
proud of new ventures like a partnership developed 
with the City of Ghent in Belgium. 

There are also ongoing discussions with the 
Flemish Community in Belgium for the placement 

of our deserving youth in relevant programmes, for 
experiential training. SAAYC is also in discussions 
with the Department of Social Development about a 
collaborative effort and we hope to finalise this once 
all the elements have been concluded. 

We also appreciate the ongoing relations we have 
with other youth formations like SAYWA, NYDA and 
others because this places further emphasis on the 
fact that once we work together, young people stand 
to benefit more.

Skills Development remains the cornerstone of our 
service offerings to our clubs. Once more, this year 
has been no exception. We remain proud of the yearly 
camp that had become synonymous with SAAYC, 
through which various life, IT and other skills would be 
offered. The last camp was held in December 2011 
in Margate. We are very proud to announce that in 
the year we hosted a training camp for our members 
to provide training on leadership skills. Additionally, a 
member’s summit was also hosted, again with the aim 
of empowering our members with various skills. This by 
no means underestimates other skills offerings, like the 
financial management training to our clubs, volunteer 
training and many more. Discussions with some of the 
academic institutions will have to be finalised in the 
New Year to offer structured courses to club members. 

There is a sense of acknowledgement that more needs 
to be done in the area of Advocacy and Networking. 
Some of the areas reported on earlier have benefited 
from work done in this space. Our research capacity 
remains very weak, if not non-existent and this certainly 
needs our attention going forward. 

The strategy is underpinned by five critical 
pillars, including, membership development and support; 
partnerships; skills development; advocacy and networking; 
and research.  

Chairperson’s 
Report
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Interaction with our  
membership

Internal organisational  
management 

It was also encouraging to see various board members 
participating in provincial visits to clubs in various 
provinces. This allowed SAAYC, particularly the board 
members, to interact closely with the membership 
and get to understand young people’s challenges and 
some of the issues they are dealing with. 

Over and above, various provincial consultative 
conferences were held throughout the country, which 
also allowed for better interaction with our members. 
Once more, board members and staff were in 
attendance. Various road shows were also undertaken 
to meet membership and explain some of our new 
programmes. 

All these have really strengthened communication and 
interaction with our membership.  

The highlight of this year was the Board visit to 
Sebokeng and a meeting with our clubs in that 
area. Fruitful and productive interactions assisted in 
understanding the nature of the challenges that our 
clubs faced in their area and how SAAYC could assist. 
More importantly, this alerted the board to some of the 
potentially explosive challenges in the area which the 
visit managed to resolve, once more placing emphasis 
on the need for ongoing interaction.

At the beginning of the year the board identified various 
weaknesses in the structure of the organisation, 
especially its ability to support the new strategy. An 
Organisational Development exercise was mandated 
and conducted which has made a recommendation 
for a new structure. Over and above that, a salary 
benchmarking exercise was done. Other systems were 
also strengthened. It is worth noting that despite these 
efforts, a lot more still needs to be done. However, 
most, if not all the policies in the various areas of 
management, are now in place. We are confident that 
these efforts not only strengthen the management 
processes of the organisation but also contribute to 
SAAYC’s great standing in society. It is absolutely 

critical that SAAYC’s systems are effective and 
recognisable as this will continue to give confidence to 
our membership and our external stakeholders.

Financially, the organisation remains stable and 
able to meet its obligations. We continue to look for 
partnerships that will enhance our current resource 
base to the benefit of our members. We are grateful 
to our auditors, BDO Spencer for the sterling work 
they have done over the years and ensuring that our 
organisation remains healthy.
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New Programmes

Conclusion

At the AGM last year, we announced two major new 
programmes aimed at benefiting our membership. 
The first being the establishment of SAAYC National 
Awards, now referred to as the Annual Dreamers 
Awards and the second being the establishment of 
the SAAYC Tswelo Grant Fund. The National Awards 
are aimed at recognising the efforts of clubs and their 
membership, so that those clubs that are putting an 
extra effort in their work and the work they do in society 
could be recognised and awarded. These awards will 
take place for the first time this year and we all look 
forward to this with the greatest of enthusiasm. SAAYC 
has indeed turned a corner in as far as recognising 
its own.

Secondly, the organisation launched the SAAYC Tswelo 
Grant fund. The most powerful thing about this fund 

is that it was launched with internal funds, and no 
external assistance. We hope in the future that people 
out there will see the value of this and join hands with 
SAAYC in this noble journey. 

The SAAYC Tswelo Grant Fund aims to provide support 
to various youth clubs towards building member clubs’ 
capacity building of their clubs, ensuring that clubs 
have systems and are running properly. In certain 
instances the fund will also assist in programme 
work. This choice of assistance preferred depends 
on the club applying for the Grant Fund. Once more, 
this Grant Fund was launched this year and we are 
exceptionally excited about this development.

In conclusion, we are appreciative of the efforts of 
our staff that have made SAAYC’s brand grow. We 
are grateful to board members who continue to 
provide guidance, sacrificing their valuable time for 
the organisation. We are grateful for the partnerships 
we share with all our stakeholders. Last but not least 
we are deeply indebted to the young people we seek 
to serve, without whom SAAYC would have been 
an empty shell. We thank them for their own efforts 
towards a better tomorrow, but more importantly, we 
appreciate their choice of SAAYC as their partner 
towards a better future.

SAAYC has experienced tremendous growth in 
numbers. This is indicative of the growing confidence 

in the SAAYC brand and the fact that young people 
live in the belief that SAAYC will hold their hands 
in their journey into the future. SAAYC has a major 
responsibility not to disappoint, but to remain relevant 
and continually understand the market it seeks to 
serve. We look forward to the next year with great 
enthusiasm and know that, despite the positive signs, 
our challenges are by no means diminishing, but 
increasing. This calls for our vigilance and dedication 
to serve. 

Surely, we have to strengthen our research capacity, 
our networking and elements of capacity building. 
Lets do this for young people so that they can “live 
their dreams.”

We are deeply indebted to the young people we seek to 
serve, without whom SAAYC would have been an empty 
shell. We thank them for their own efforts towards a better 
tomorrow, but more importantly, we appreciate their choice of 
SAAYC as their partner towards a better future.

Chairperson’s 
Report
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Lets do this for young people so 
that they can “live their dreams.”
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Mr. Gaolaoloe Didibeng
SAAYC Executive Director
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Executive Director

Introduction 

Definition and explanation of 
youth clubs

Youth clubs over decades have become a vehicle and 
model that has stood the test of time. Young people 
are organised in their nature. Youth clubs are their 
core business of the Association; young people always 
follow their dreams. It is in this context that our vision 
is “Young people living their dreams”. Please join me 
on a journey as we explore youth clubs. But before I 
do that, I would like to pay tribute to ….

Mokoka wa Sechabela:15 years of championing youth 
development, in the 15 years he served SAAYC he was 
committed to the plight of the African child across the 
breadth and width of this country. As a visionary he 
was committed to advocating for youth development 
and encouraging youth to organize themselves in their 
communities through youth clubs and youth NGOs. 
He stood for the truth and never compromised his 
vision to allow young people to use their talent and 
gifts. He created platforms and space through SAAYC 
programs for young people to realise their potential.  

Many young people were privileged to have lived in 
his midst and learn from his leadership style and many 
of you were privileged and truly blessed to have been 
mentored, guided, and led by him.

The establishment of the Tshepo Themba Multipurpose 
Centre in Etwatwa, the Soweto clubhouse and the 
Orange Farm centre are some of his initiatives and 
brainchild. These centres will remain a reflection and 
memory of him for years to come!

He was a pioneer, a pilot and champion of 
professionalization of youth work. As a practitioner 
he dedicated his life promoting and encouraging 
young people to take and consider youth work as 
a profession. Those of us who remain behind, what 
legacy are we living behind?

May his soul rest in peace!

Youth club:  is an informal – unstructured formation by 
young people for various reasons, it can be for drama 
and arts activities, social activities, religious or spiritual 
activities  which were one of the most common from 
the 1970s initiated by youth pastor from missionary 
churches then. 

In South Africa most youth clubs were initiated within 
the idea of developing talent, fun and play. Some of 
the common activities are soccer and netball, karate 
and athletics, dance, acting known as drama, music 
(choral and the development of clap and tap choral 
music, public speaking and debating team).

Most of these clubs will operate from a home of one 
of the members, church or but house, while  there 
are  those who will operate from the street, especially 
the drum mergers, contemporary dance or cultural 
dance group.     

A youth club or youth social club is a place where 
young people can meet and enjoy activities such as 
drama, dance, music or choir, soccer, table tennis, 
or religious activities.

Letter from the04
Over 70 years SAAYC has supported organised youth in 
different communities. SAAYC created platforms and space 
for youth to explore and discover their talents and gifts.
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Purpose
Youth Clubs have a unique role and one that should 
be valued and supported as they can make a big 
difference in the lives of many young people and in 
their communities. Club based work can provide 
the warm, safe, friendly space for young people that 
they say they want, it can give them real power and 
ownership. It can be a place where they develop new 
skills, try out new things, where they are seen and 
judged differently from the school or home, where 
their talents and idiosyncrasies are appreciated and 
where they can have fun.

The need to have somewhere to go that is not too 
organised is frequently articulated in interviews with 

young people. Furlong et al (1997) reported that  young 
people in their study spent a significant proportion 
of their time ‘hanging around’. Williamson (1997) 
suggests that young people in transition need space for 
reflection and self-determination plus clear guidance, 
support and information. 

In this phase they are looking to run things themselves 
and need ‘just enough organization’ (Hendry et al, 
1993). Which is different from youth organizations 
which try to be too controlling and aim to develop 
‘socially responsible’ attitudes and behaviour will not 
attract young people as they get older or those whose 
lives are generally chaotic.

(Rationale thereof)

Health and 
Fitness

One of the most obvious benefits children will acquire from their youth group is a good amount of healthy exercise due to 
the style of games that are frequently played. 

In a society where children are often not given the opportunity to participate in sport, the opportunity to let off steam and 
to get regular exercise is undoubtedly a real and important benefit.

Teamwork Another of the benefits children can acquire is the ability to work in a team. Many youth groups will run team games or 
events where older and younger children mix, and there is a need for each child to work as part of the team in some 
capacity. 

Again, this is an important skill to learn, as it stands children in good stead for future life, whether in education, sport or 
an office-based situation. A related benefit is the responsibility children can be given in youth groups, which teaches them 
the skill of leadership; again, this can be put to use in any number of contexts later in life.

Specific 
Skills

Many youth groups offer training and activities based on specific skills, arts and crafts. For example, some groups organize 
camping trips where the resourcefulness and attitude of children is tested in a number of ways. This may include having 
to pitch tents, walk long distances, read maps and gather essential materials such as firewood. 

The individual skills involved in some of these activities, such as knot-tying, map-reading and problem-solving are 
undoubtedly benefits; you never knows where life may lead you, and to have the ability to take stock of a situation and 
gather the resources that you need to survive is perhaps more important than many people would expect!

A Sense of 
Identity

In addition to the ‘concrete’ benefits of youth clubs, children will also benefit from the general atmosphere. Youth clubs 
are designed to help children who perhaps struggle to feel part of a wider community, or have been disadvantaged by an 
adverse family situation or a lack of opportunities. 

These children are often hurt, isolated and unhappy. Youth clubs can be great places for kids to get back on their feet, with 
renewed confidence and a real sense of well-being. Not only this, but they may well also find that they are able to make 
new friends and to become part of a new social group.

If they are genuinely struggling socially, or under threat of abuse at home, then it may even be that the youth group 
becomes the place where they feel most comfortable, and able to talk about what is happening to them. Although this 
would be very sad, it is still an undeniable benefit of youth groups if children are provided with people they can trust.

The school environment is one context where young people may attain non-cognitive skills to aid in their social and personal development; however, research 
suggests that a number of out-of-school contexts, such as youth clubs, can provide more universal access to activities and opportunities for young people 
to develop.

Generic reasons why young people will initiate or start a youth club:

Young social groups
Many youth clubs are set up with an idea to provide 
young people with activities to keep them off the 
streets and out of trouble, and to give them a job and 
an interest in an activity. Some youth clubs can have a 

particular compelling force, such as music, spiritual/
religious guidance and advice or characteristics such 
as determination.

Letter from the
Executive Director
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The benefits for young people

Peer relationships

Clubs provide the following core 
programs

Therefore the benefits of a youth club can be very varied, 
ranging from the fun to the serious. A youth club can 
be an educational tool for the community, picking up 
the baton from the more serious tasks undertaken 
by schools and the home, but it can also be a haven 
when those more established institutions break down 
or become corrupted. It’s certainly true that children can 
gain many benefits from attending youth clubs!

Setting up a youth group can be a long and often difficult 
road, involving more work than you might expect. But 
at the end of that road is the opportunity to improve the 
life not only of local youngsters, but also to help to foster 
a stronger sense of community in your neighbourhood.

Popular theories on adolescence agree that it is a time 
when peer group influence is of crucial importance. 
Acceptance of peer culture expands social horizons, 
helps personality development and encourages the 
ability to act independently and try out new roles 
(Cotterell, 1996). 

Adolescence is a peak time of leisure needs and of time 
for leisure activities, but is restricted by lack of money, 
transport, parental and legal boundaries. Youth Clubs 
can provide a relatively safe environment from which to 
observe and interact with peers and to experience the 
roles of leader and follower.

Cotterell (1996) suggests that young people need 
to resolve their group identity and relationship to 

their peer group before they can achieve a sense of 
personal identity or resolve relations with their family. 
Companionship provides a pleasurable experience 
of group interaction associated with leisure activity; 
individuals experience a sense of belonging, acceptance, 
solidarity and social affirmation simply from being 
together. 

Yet the peer relationship can be one of the hardest for 
young people to establish. Button, (1974) argued that 
youth clubs can be one way of ensuring that these 
interactions occur. The role of the youth worker is to 
facilitate conversations and provide space for them but 
also to be a ‘social architect’ helping young people to 
come together and work in groups.

 » A service that is based on the active and continuous 
involvement of young people in all aspects of their 
centre;

 » An out of school hours facility operating before/after 
school on a regular basis that is safe, welcoming, 
accessible, dynamic and contemporary;

 » A dedicated ‘chill-out’ space where young people can 
relax, meet their friends and enjoy their leisure time in 
comfortable surroundings;

 » A quiet space where young people can access 
computers and the internet, study or read;

 » Activity space(s) or access, providing young people 
with a range of sports, arts and other opportunities;

 » An up-to-date range of information, advice and 
guidance for young people on personal, social, careers 
and health issues;

 » Opportunities for young people to volunteer in the 
community;

 » A membership scheme, that enables young people 
to take ownership;

 » Access to specialist services as required; and

 » A service that is sustainable but affordable to all young 
people (Make Space, 2007)

 » Building linkages between the activities of the Youth 
Clubs and courses that are offered at institutions of 
higher learning e.g. community colleges and FET’s

 » Help members of Youth clubs to identify opportunities 
in various fields e.g. sports, music, Arts and drama.

 » Enhancing the cognitive skills and talents of members 
of youth clubs by referring to relevant institutions were 
they could access

So if involvement is a ‘good thing’ what benefits do young people derive?
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Relationships with adults

Participation

Youth clubs not only help widen contacts among 
young people but also help to structure informal social 
relationships between adults and young people. Most 
of the adults that young people meet in their daily lives 
are authority figures, or are seen as such: teachers, 
parents, shopkeepers. 

Young people often expect adults to treat them in 
certain ways - i.e. as children - and are amazed to 
be treated as an adult and taken seriously (Berne, 
1973). The evaluation I did for the Youth Action Scheme 
demonstrated the positive feeling young people had 
about the youth workers: ‘They treated us like adults, 
they showed us respect’.

Hendry et al (1993) asked young people to identify 
mentoring characteristics of non-related adults; 
functions were enabler, believer, teacher, supporter, 

and role model. Youth workers are a good example 
of these functions; good youth worker - young people 
relationships have informality, spontaneity, acceptance 
and commitment. Adults to talk to are important, ‘for 
advice and understanding, someone who can be 
trusted’. 

Young people don’t necessarily want hard facts or 
answers, and if they do there are better places to get 
them than the youth club, but a helpful adult to bounce 
ideas off and confide in: ‘someone you know you can 
trust and won’t tell’ (Williamson 1995).

Youth workers can be a channel for accessing more 
specialist advice which increases in importance as 
young people move through adolescence and their 
needs change.

The need to have somewhere to go that is not too 
organised is frequently articulated in interviews with 
young people. Furlong et al (1997) reported that 
the young people in their study spent a significant 
proportion of their time ‘hanging around’. Williamson 
(1997) suggests 

that young people in transition need space for reflection 
and self-determination plus clear guidance, support 
and information.

 In this phase they are looking to run things themselves 
and need ‘just enough organization’ (Hendry et al, 

1993). Youth organizations which try to be too 
controlling and aim to develop ‘socially responsible’ 
attitudes and behaviour will not attract young people 
as they get older or those whose lives are generally 
chaotic.

Participation by young people is in itself a learning 
experience, for them and often for workers. One of my 
early attempts at government of the club by members 
committee saw extremely draconian rules imposed and 
half the membership banned, leading to the formation 
of a ‘non-members committee’ to wrestle power back!

Being accepted as part of a network is a factor in 
the development of personal growth, of self-esteem 
(Cilliers, 1998) and of community responsibility 
(Gilchrist, 1999), and adolescence is a period when 
growth in the social network is needed to develop 
competencies for participation in adult society. 
Therefore, young people need opportunities for 
widening social networks.

In this context, out of school activities are important, 
giving access to young people of different ages and 
backgrounds providing opportunities to make new 

friendships and build on existing ones. This was 
particularly apparent in work I did within the youth 
service on removing barriers to participation by disabled 
young people which highlighted the social isolation they 
can suffer by attending special schools and not mixing 
with young people in their local communities.

People build up a personal network of supportive ties 
and some members of this network are needed to help 
bridge changing settings or circumstances. This is a 
role for a youth worker. 

Peer relationships (continued)

Letter from the
Executive Director
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Youth clubs model provide the following core program

Youth Club Model

Youth Club model for learning and 
training 
Many youth groups offer training and activities based on 
specific skills, arts and crafts. For example, some groups 
organize camping trips where the resourcefulness and 
attitude of children is tested in a number of ways. This 
may include having to pitch tents, walk long distances, 
read maps and gather essential materials such as 
firewood. 

The individual skills involved in some of these activities, 
such as knot-tying, map-reading and problem-solving 
are undoubtedly benefits; you never knows where life 
may lead you, and to have the ability to take stock of 
a situation and gather the resources that you need to 
survive is perhaps more important than many people 
would expect!

The activities offered at clubs are almost similar and the 
young people are involved with  designing the program 
of activities offered.

‘There are several ways that they’re involved in designing 
and creating opportunities for young people, in terms of 
coming up with the ideas for the program. We’ve got 
one or two young people that have been instrumental 
in organizing, for example, the band that we did few 
weeks ago. One of the young women sort of put all of 
that together.’

Though club also or may offer similar activities, young 
people are not always as keen to engage in structured 
activities, particularly for learning. In response, the youth 
leaders or instructor (mentors we may call them) used 
alternative activities as teaching opportunities.

‘Talking about painting a wall and about how much paint 
they would need to cover the wall and how much paint 
would cover certain square meters. They don’t think of 
that as maths because they’re seeing it as painting a 
wall, so it’s turning things around so they’re all learning 
in an informal way. (June 2007)

The model places the young person at the centre of a set of 
agencies that join-up or work together to meet their needs.

 » A service that is based on the active and continuous 
involvement of young people in all aspects of their 
centre;

 » An out of school hours facility operating before/after 
school on a regular basis that is safe, welcoming, 
accessible, dynamic and contemporary;

 » A dedicated ‘chill-out’ space where young people can 
relax, meet their friends and enjoy their leisure time in 
comfortable surroundings;

 » A quiet space where young people can access 
computers and the internet, study or read;

 » Activity space(s) or access, providing young people 
with a range of sports, arts and other opportunities;

 » An up-to-date range of information, advice and 
guidance for young people on personal, social, 
careers and health issues;

 » Opportunities for young people to volunteer in the 
community;

 » A membership scheme, that enables young people 
to take ownership;

 » Access to specialist services as required; and

 » A service that is sustainable but affordable to all young 
people (Make Space, 2007).
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Volunteering in the community
In nearly all of the clubs, the staff found it easier to 
inspire voluntary work inside the club than outside of 
it. A few young people or some members returned 
to the club to offer their services as employees or 
as volunteers when they had passed the age limit 
for the remit of the club. Organize youth are key in 

community involvement and volunteering. Volunteering 
is a platform for youth to discover, explore and learn 
about humanitarian activities. It is in volunteering that 
youth learn and sharpen their leadership skills. 

Developmental circle of 
Youth Clubs
Youth clubs have developmental phases in which they can viewed: starters, 
intermediates and established clubs. Organised groups goes through deferent 
stages of development, one size feed all youth intervention programs turns not to 
be effective and helpful. Young people want to take charge of their destiny. Youth 
clubs are and have been critical in assisting youth to go through developmental 
process and maturity. SAAYC has developed a developmental circle that assist 
youth groups to realize their growth circle.

Intermediate  
Clubs 

Established  
Clubs/NGO

Starter Clubs

Developmental 
circle of Youth Clubs
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As a model and a tool for development we have invested 
resources and human capital to ensure that the model is 
in line with the current developmental needs and trends, 
meaning that we realise the need to ensure that model is 
able or is integrated with growing need and development 
within the 21st technology, the demand for holistic and 
integrated approach to youth development.

The current focus is also on the evolution of the model 
itself as the needs of young people increase and diverse 
with ideas such as entrepreneurship or the idea of 
cooperatives and social entrepreneurship of which is 
also a growing trend as the model expands to reach out 
to diverse needs and ideas from young people.   

As an organization we are then convinced that if young 
people are key drivers to the whole process and they 
are champions of this model, as we work towards 
our vision: “Young People Living Their Dreams”, we 
believe that through this, both clubs and young people 
being members, will both benefit working towards their 
individual dreams through a club that is with a dream 
of its own. SAAYC’s commitment to youth clubs and 
organised youth are embraced through our 5 (five) year 
strategic plan, we can achieve this if we work together 
with a common purpose!

Conclusion 

In the middle of a range. 

A club that has good structural and 
operational ability, but may lack 
technical resources or require more 
advanced focused intervention

Recognized and accepted in a 
particular capacity. 

An organised, proficient club that is 
operating optimally, and may require 
mentoring and financial injection to 
enhance its programmes.

A novice or beginner rated  club, 
that lacks various elements to 
operate and flourish, my need 
coaching, technical training, or has 
a weak or poor infrastructure [e.g. 
no documented purpose, leadership 
committee  constitution, bank 
account, official name etc]

STARTER

INTERMEDIATE

ESTABLISHED
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Our Approach to  
Development Work

SAAYC has, in its programme design, form and practice, sought to view young people 
as active participants in their own development and not just as passive recipients. In 
translating Integrated Youth Development, understood and packaged as its own approach, 
SAAYC seeks to:

 » Allow young people to determine the intervention and the results;

 » Facilitate the changing of an environment;

 » Influence positive thinking of the young person;

 » Assist and support young people to challenge the odds; and

 » Provide opportunities to young people so that they stay on track.

Mission
To facilitate and implement integrated youth development programmes through 
collaboration with strategic partners for the benefit of our members and young people 
in southern Africa

Vision
“Young People living their dreams”

Core Values
Youth-Centred, Equal Treatment [Gender / Disability / Age], Transparency, Integrity, 
Professionalism, Flexibility, Quality, Gender Sensitivity, Accountability

Mission,Vision,
Core Values05
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Programmes
SAAYC Programme 2010/2011
It is said that youth work offers opportunities for 
young people to acquire and develop the knowledge 
and understanding, the personal and social skills, 
which are necessary for them to relate effectively 
with others, and to participate fully in the life of their 
own communities and beyond.   In this regard, 
SAAYC continued to be a support structure to young 
people and youth clubs/organisations. Through the 
National Office and Centre coordinated activities and 
events, SAAYC has been able to create a space for 
young people not only to discover their potential but 
also for them to network and share experiences.   

Our membership support and development 
became the priority and as a results we welcomed 
new members to the SAAYC family and provided 
support to our existing members through a variety 
of interventions.  For the first time we visited all our 
members in KZN and had a feel of their working 
environment.  The members consultative summit 
held in Johannesburg October 2011, provided us 
with an opportunity to interact with members and also 
be guided by their inputs towards SAAYC services 
to members.      

06 SAAYC

Mr. Jeff Mkhwanazi 
SAAYC Programmes Manager
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Free State Region Ekurhuleni Region Soweto Region Vaal Region 

Skills Development 17699 Delegates 11789 Delegates 7462 Delegates 4580 Delegates

Membership Support and Development 6734 Delegates 5532 Delegates 2460 Delegates 2873 Delegates

Advocacy and Networking 261 Delegates 346 Delegates 201 Delegates 223 Delegates
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Mentorship Training

Members Consultative Summit

Financial Management Workshop

From the 30th May – 13th July 2011 SAAYC in 
partnership with Young and Able (a product of 
Heartlines) facilitated mentorship Workshops in 
Bloemfontein, Qwa Qwa (Free State) Soweto, 
Bophelong, Etwatwa (Gauteng) and Tweefontein 
(Mpumalanga).  These workshops were facilitatated 

by skilled and experienced facilitators in the field of 
leadership.  The workshops were to inculcate the 
culture of mentorship and to encourage young and 
able people to adopt a younger person to mentor. 
212 participants from SAAYC Membership benefited 
from the workshops.

The Summit held in October 2011, gave SAAYC an 
opportunity to share the strategy with members.  
However, it also gave members an opportunity to 
contribute towards the strategy.  Members were 
afforded an opportunity to contribute towards all Five 

Key Focus Areas of SAAYC.  Just above 150 members, 
staff, board and partners attended the summit.  The 
contributions made through commissions assisted 
SAAYC in planning for the 2012 programme year. 

In response to SAAYC members’ request at the 2010 
AGM, SAAYC facilitated 9 Financial management 
workshops in 3 provinces, Free State, Gauteng 
and Mpumalanga. The workshops were aimed at 
assisting SAAYC members in organisational financial 

administration. The workshops covered Financial 
Management, Budgeting, Petty Cash Management, 
and Reconciliations. 255 participants attended the 
workshops from 83 organisations

Membership Support and Development
SAAYC has grown tremendously in lips and bounds.  
Our membership has grown from 79 registered 
members in 2010/2011 to 187 members in 2011/2012, 
a growth of 108  new members.  This is due to efforts 
by our members and staff in marketing the brand of 
SAAYC and its offerings.

SAAYC’s purpose is to support and provide services 
to our members.  This has not only been done 
through National activities but also through regional 
activities as well.  The activities done include Holiday 
Programmes, leadership workshops, volunteer 
trainings, sports tournaments, Career exhibitions, 
computer training, Life skills workshops, Inter-school 

debates, Youth Day Celebrations, Entrepreneurship 
Workshops, Workshops on running effective youth 
clubs, Employability workshops, Clubs get together, 
Information Hubs, Skills Development Summits, Chat 
Rooms, leadership workshops, drama and poetry 
workshops as well as Club Visits.  For the first time 
SAAYC also visited all our members in KZN and got to 
understand their environment and communities they 
serve.  Places visited include Durban, Pietermaritzburg, 
Ladysmith, Wasbank, Danhouser and Bergville.  We 
also visited partners and prospective partners in North 
West, Mafikeng to forge new partnership.

Achievements08 Major 
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Youth Leaders Training with 
VDS from Belgium

Leadership Academy 

Jump Start

From the 11th – 16th March 2012, SAAYC partnered 
with Vlaamse Dienst Speelpleinwerk (VDS) to train Youth 
Leaders from Mangaung Municipality, Wetzenberg 
Municipality and Stellenbosch Municipality.  The 
training was held in Bloemfontein, within the Mangaung 
Municipality.  SAAYC was represented by the Executive 
Director, Jo Didibeng and Jeff Mkhwanazi, the 
Programmes Manager.  40 youth workers participated 

in the training workshop with certificates awarded at 
the end of the training.  The content of the training 
included Conflict Management, Game Development, 
Group Dynamics, Attitude of an Animator, Running a 
Youth Club and Creative Thinking.  We also visited Youth 
centres in Heidedal and Mangaung to see how they 
model their Youth Centres.

Mandela Day 

Volunteer Programme 

In response to the National and international call to 
provide voluntary services on the 18th July, in honour 
of the South African icon Mr Nelson Mandela, SAAYC 
decided to yield to the call and do voluntary work through 
our Centres.  The same call was also extended to our 

members to give their time in volunteering in their own 
communities.  Various activities were done including 
painting of schools, garden projects and cleaning of 
the homes for the elederly.

The Southern African Association of Youth Clubs 
(SAAYC) has been at the forefront of promoting 
volunteering and civic service among youth. SAAYC is 
trying to promote a more positive image of volunteering 
so that a wider spectrum of South African youth comes 
to see volunteering as a worthwhile activity that yields 
personal and societal benefits than a means of keeping 
themselves busy.   On the 05th – 07th April 2011 SAAYC 

facilitated a training for volunteers from our members.  
The training was held at Stoney Ridge, Hekpoort and 
25 members attended the workshop.  As a result of 
the training, 15 volunteers were awarded contracts by 
SAAYC which expired at the end of 2011. Presently 
11 volunteers still offer their services in all of SAAYC’s 
Centres. 

On the 14th – 16th August 2011, Leadership Academy 
was held at Aloe Ridge Conference Centre under the 
theme “ Youth Leaders Advocating for Change”.  This 
was a tool to strengthen youth clubs and organisations 
while improving their accountabilities in their respective 
organisations and clubs.  Participants were taken 

through the following topics: Running an effective youth 
group, sustaining an organisation, Citizen Leadership, A 
youth Leader in open youth work and Group Dynamics.  
63 participants from 24 organisations attended the 
Academy.

The partnership that SAAYC has with the Red Cap 
Foundation from Mr. Price continued to benefit SAAYC 
members within the Regions.  Through Jump Start 
Programme, Mr. Price continues to offer members an 
opportunity to work at Mr. Price for a week, giving them 
a weeks’s experience to work at a retailer store.  200 

delegates from Gauteng and Free State participated in 
the programme.  This is an increase of 124 participants 
compared to last year’s 76 participants.  Over and above 
the 1 week experience, 26 of our participants were 
selected to attend a 1 year Wholesale & Retail SETA 
learnership through the same programme.
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Education Support Programmes 

Membership Camp

SAAYC Centres have become information hubs to be 
accessed by young people in various communities 
where Centre are located.  Through partners like 
Department of Education, Department of Labour and 
other institutions of learning, information has been 
made accessible to young people.  School going young 
people also benefitted as they got relevant information 

that will support their learning in schools.  Besides, 
Centre also assisted learners with homeworks and help 
them do research for their school projects through the 
internet available in Centres.  This is the contribution 
that SAAYC makes to enhancing knowledge young 
people.

Club House 
Particularly in Soweto after the new equipment have 
been purchased.  Kids between the ages of 09 – 18 
participated in club house activities.  Activities done 
included photography, video shooting and editing, 

audio recording (radio stories and interviews), 
architectural design, graphic design, robbotics and 
Adobe Youth Voice activities (video documentaries, 
school commercials, photographic projects)     

After numerous calls from SAAYC members to have the 
membership camp in KZN again, SAAYC listened to 
the voices of the members and held the 2011 Annual 
membership Camp in KZN for the second year in a 
row.  The Camp was at Sweetdale Camp, in Margate 
from the 09th – 14th December 2011. 105 members, 
including SAAYC staff attended the Camp.  The Theme 
of the Camp was “ Inspired to embrace my dream”.  
This was in response to the vision of SAAYC which 

is “Young people living their dreams”   Members had 
an opportunity to do adventurous activities including 
abseiling, rock climbing, obstacle course, foofy ound 
Marsliding and other team building activities.  They also 
got a chance to go swimming and shopping around 
Margate given the fact that some of them had never 
been in a beach before. 
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SAAYC

The SAAYC Tswelo Grant Fund was established with the 
aim of equipping  members with the tools, structures 
and resources necessary to carry out their programmes; 
and through these, clubs subsequently make a positive 
impact on their communities. For more information on 
the SAAYC Tswelo Grant Fund, please contact the 

Tswelo Grant Fund Administrator at the SAAYC National 
Office or log on to www.saayc.co.za.

Detailed information is also available through our regional 
centres and coordinators.

The SAAYC Dreamers Awards were conceptualized with 
the aim of recognising the existence and uniqueness of 
SAAYC members as youth formations, while encouraging 
growth and celebrating what members stand for, their 
beliefs and abilities.

The Awards will be celebrated at the end of the year in 
December, in Gauteng. All updates and information on 

the Awards will continuously be communicated to all 
members and stakeholders.

For more on the Awards and categories awarded this 
year, visit the SAAYC website www.saayc.co.za, or 
contact the SAAYC Dreamers Awards Administrator 
at the SAAYC National Office or on dreamersawards@
mail.ngo.za.

SAAYC Dreamers Awards 

09 New Projects

Tswelo Grant Fund
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10
Southern African Association of Youth Clubs
(Registration number 024-722-NPO)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2012

Statement of Financial Position
Figures in Rand Note(s) 2012 2011

Assets

Non-Current Assets
Fixed Assets 3 1,100,085 342,455
Investments in unlisted shares 4 2,500 2,500
Other financial assets 6 82,229,790 -

83,332,375 344,955

Current Assets
Operating and other receivables 7 1,400 6,076
Cash and cash equivalents 8 4,818,454 3,402,729

4,819,854 3,408,805

Total Assets 88,152,229 3,753,760

Funding and Liabilities

Funding
Accumulated funds 5,263,576 3,643,872

Liabilities

Non-Current Liabilities
Loans from related parties 5 82,751,000 -

Current Liabilities
Operating and other payables 9 137,653 109,888

Total Liabilities 82,888,653 109,888

Total Funding and Liabilities 88,152,229 3,753,760

6

Statement
of Financial Position
(Registration number 024-722-NPO)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2012
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Southern African Association of Youth Clubs
(Registration number 024-722-NPO)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2012

Statement of Comprehensive Income
Figures in Rand Note(s) 2012 2011

Revenue 10 492,098 717,550
Project costs (2,102,870) (1,331,645)

Deficit (1,610,772) (614,095)
Other income 26,201 122,000
Operating expenses (5,086,187) (2,589,723)

Operating deficit (6,670,758) (3,081,818)
Investment revenue 11 6,860,672 4,582,284
Fair value adjustments 1,429,790 -
Interest expense 12 - (2,495)

Surplus for the year 1,619,704 1,497,971

7

Statement
of Comprehensive Income 
(Registration number 024-722-NPO)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2012

Statement of Cash Flows
Southern African Association of Youth Clubs
(Registration number 024-722-NPO)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2012

Statement of Cash Flows
Figures in Rand Note(s) 2012 2011

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash used in operations 14 (6,539,239) (3,119,544)
Interest income 275,822 162,707
Dividends received 6,584,850 4,419,577
Interest expense - (2,495)

Net cash from operating activities 321,433 1,460,245

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of fixed assets 3 (857,610) (353,984)
Sale of fixed assets 3 902 109,320
Loans advanced from group companies 82,751,000 -
Purchase of financial assets (80,800,000) -

Net cash from investing activities 1,094,292 (244,664)

Total cash movement for the year 1,415,725 1,215,581
Cash at the beginning of the year 3,402,729 2,187,148

Total cash at end of the year 8 4,818,454 3,402,729

9

Statement
of Financial Position
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Southern African Association of Youth Clubs
(Registration number 024-722-NPO)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2012

Notes to the Financial Statements
Figures in Rand 2012 2011

11. Investment revenue

Dividend income
Listed financial assets 6,584,850 4,419,577

Interest revenue
Bank 275,822 162,707

6,860,672 4,582,284

12. Interest expense

Other - 1,010
Mortgage bond - 1,485

- 2,495

13. Auditors' remuneration

Fees 37,392 34,314

14. Cash used in operations

Surplus 1,619,704 1,497,971
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation 97,825 203,639
Dividends received (6,584,850) (4,419,577)
Interest received (275,822) (162,707)
Interest expense - 2,495
Fair value adjustments (1,429,790) -
Other non-cash items 1,253 -
Changes in working capital:
Operating and other receivables 4,676 (4,676)
Operating and other payables 27,765 (236,689)

(6,539,239) (3,119,544)

14

Notes 
to the Financial Statement
(Registration number 024-722-NPO)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2012
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Notes 
to the Financial Statement
(Registration number 024-722-NPO)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2012

Southern African Association of Youth Clubs
(Registration number 024-722-NPO)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2012

Notes to the Financial Statements
Figures in Rand 2012 2011

15. Project Costs

Tshepo Themba - East Rand
Operating Expenses 139,119 81,685
Salaries 200,943 188,681
Youth Programmes 39,641 7,474
Training and development 31,365 22,400

411,068 300,240

Free State
Operating Expenses 105,219 31,195
Salaries 148,731 69,770
Youth Programmes 40,775 12,898
Training and development 23,510 21,585

318,235 135,448

Vaal Triangle
Operating expenses 75,001 90,809
Salaries 194,171 119,843
Youth Programmes 44,479 12,245
Training and development 22,085 20,130

335,736 243,027

Intel Soweto
Operating Expenses 190,114 97,893
Salaries 170,593 158,511
Youth Programmes 40,171 7,394
Training and development 15,690 13,410

416,568 277,208

Intel East Rand
Operating expenses 67,794 21,782
Salaries 44,900 48,885
Youth programmes 5,770 1,365

118,464 72,032

Other Project Costs
Membership Camp 2011 - Expenses 48,075 -
Training and development - National 190,349 -
Membership development and support 260,440 -
Partnership 3,934 -

502,798 -

15
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37 New Street, Florida Ext. 3,
Roodepoort, Gauteng
Tel: +27 (0)11 674 5406/05
Fax: +27 (0)11 674 5485
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